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[Apologies for the ridiculous use of Dante here.]

Dante Alighieri curriculum vitae

Education
Ph.D., University of Latini, expected 1287
M.Phil., University of Cavalcanti–Lapo–da Pistoia, 1285
B.A., Scuola poetica Siciliana, 1283
Dissertation Title: Il Convivio
Advisor: Brunetto Latini

Dissertation Abstract
I intend to present to all men a banquet of what I have shown them and of the bread which must
necessarily accompany such meat, without which it could not be consumed by them. This banquet, being
worthy of such bread, offers meat which I intend should not be served in vain. Therefore I would not have
anyone be seated there whose organs are ill-disposed because he lacks teeth, tongue, or palate, nor
anyone addicted to vice, for his stomach is so full of poisonous and contrary humors that it would not be
able to retain my meat. But let come here all those whose human hunger derives from domestic or civic
responsibilities, and let them sit at the same table with others likewise handicapped; and at their feet let
all those place themselves who do not merit a higher seat because of their indolence; and let each group
partake of my meat with bread, for I will have them both taste of it and digest it.

Honors, Awards, and Grants
White Guelf Studies Fellow, University of Latini, 1286-present

Modern Language Studies Department Master’s Thesis Prize, University of Cavalcanti–Lapo–da Pistoia,
1285

Publications
Articles
“‘I Felt My Heart Awaken:’ Concepts of Courtly Love in Contemporary Italy.” Modern Tuscan Review 2,
no. 1 (1295): 3- 38.
Book Chapters
“On Eloquence in the Vernacular.” In Discourses Concerning the Use of Language, 12-36. Edited by Lady
Philosophy. Venice: Hand of Brother Fernando, 1305.

Conferences
“De Monarchia: Roundtable Discussion on Secular and Religious Power.” Florence White Guelf
Association Annual Meeting; Paris, 1285.

Languages
French, Provencal, Tuscan, Florentine, and Latin

